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Abstract
This project proposal is an endeavor to implement modern technology into long-standing processes at St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal (A.M.E.) Church. The modern technology is e-Commerce. The long-standing process is the method of paying tithes in a collection plate and ordering books, tapes etc. through a designated individual or committee. The goal of this project is to research realistic solutions and develop a practical plan to implement the project. Throughout this process, special care is taken to select resources that are moderately priced and straightforward to implement, this is to increase the probability of a successful implementation.
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Data Events: JGadgets supports events generated by the data property of an attribute, other than the standard dataChanged event. For instance, the data property of a list attribute listBox generates an event when list items have been selected. These events are implemented as regular Java events and the controller works as event adapter. Thus, dynamic models are used, for instance to read tables of a relational database. The columns correspond to the attributes that are dynamically added. When a model changes, it has to be reconnected to the view. This is automatically handled by JGadgets.

2.6.3 Model Implementation Example.

St. Paul AME, established in 1898, is a church with rich historic value and devoted community outreach service in Bellefonte, PA. In 1998, the members of St. Paul AME Church in Bellefonte, PA voted to raise funds to pay utilities and make much needed repairs to stay in operation. It is now 2015. St. Paul AME Church added 2 new photos. · 23 January 2016 ·. TOMORROW! Mark your calendars!